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Grihini organization in collaboration with Sight Savers International is implementing 

(Chhattisgarh Social Inclusion Programme) in Balodabazar district in state of Chhattisgarh 

with PWDs of the area.  

Certain activities were under taken in the month of June 2016  

1. Formation of New SHG  and strengthening of formed SHG  

2. DPO Meeting  and formation of New DPO in Balodabazar and Plari block   

3. Awareness Program in demonstration block   

4. Livelihood Promotion and started new enterprise  

5.  Proceed of livelihood mapping in balodabazar  

6. Access audit with Government building in balodabazar  

7. Visit to PNB and NRLM for collaboration and networking for livelihood training 

and enterprise related activities. 

8. Developed case studies  

Brief summary Qutantative Work  

Sl. No  Name  Simga  Phalari  Baloda Bazar  

1.  Village level Meeting  57 47 29 

2.  SHG Meeting  28 13 `10 

3.  New SHG Process  05 06 6 

4.  Stakeholder’s Meeting  62 13 35 

5.  Baseline Survey  107 135 133 

6.  Disability Certificate  Creation  13 32 28 

7.  MGNREGA Work  90 14 18 

8.  New Toilet Building  01 03 04 

9.  Start of New Business  014 02 02 

10.  Livelihood Promotion  06 02 03 

11.  Loan Process in Progress  06 02 03 

12.  Survey of Livelihood Mapping  10 13 18 

13.  DPO Meeting  03 02 02 

14.  Opening of Bank Account 16 02 03 

15.   Devices  link  11 23 34 



16.  DPO Formation  01 DPO members 
Identified 

DPO members 
Identified 

17.  Awareness Program   02 01 01 

18.  Reached out people  567 381 160 

19.  Indra Awas Pass  01 00 1 

20.  No of S..H.G  Members  159 184 191 

  

1. Formation of New SHG  and strengthening of formed SHG 

Objective  

1. To formation of new SHG in demonstration block  

2. Training of SHG members on S.H.G formation  

3. To motivate SHG members on enterprise base activities  

4. To motivate PWDs their right and Provision from government and link with them 

financial institutes   

Process:  

As per the Program target economic empowerment of PWDs through livelihood promotion. 

We has given more emphasis on formation of SHG and link with them livelihood base 

activities .In month of June formed 18 SHG each block target was 6 SHG per block. As per 

the target of Project we have to formed 75 SHG still December in demonstration block but 

we have formed around 85 SHG still month of June. We have formed SHG before just 

because we planning to target on SHG members link to self employed or collective 

enterprise.  

DPO inputs for SHG formation  
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This figure show that Progress of SHG formation in demonstration block such as balodabazar 

, plari and Simga. 

2. DPO meeting and advocacy in block and district level . 



Objective  

1. To organize DPO meeting and give input them regarding issues base 

intervention  

2. To motivate DPO district level advocacy  

3. To conducted brain wash session with DPO members  

Process ( Detail DPO report attached i.g achievement of DPO )  

In month of June 2016 Conducted several meeting and session with DPO members. In 

primary level we had meeting with DPO members and identified major hit intervention of 

advocacy with government department. However discussed how will identify the issues base 

intervention and develop strategies to achieve larger advocacy after that talks on What are the 

tools of advocacy? Advocacy why for PWDs? Such kind of motivation session we have tooks 

with DPO members, we develop some rules and and regulation for DPO members so that 

each member can give visible result in block. Finally develop action plan of DPO members. 

Noted discussion held with DPO members. 

1. Membership and increase no of members as DPO  

2. Bank opening of DPO organization  

3. Advocacy on BPL survey, NREGA work , Pension and lone process for livelihood 

bank level  

4. To develop rules and regulation for DPO members 

5. Rotating governing bodies  

6. Input SHG formation Process  

7. To increase no of PWDs for enterprise  

8. Discuss about maintain Register  

9. Discussed about expositor visit for DPO   

This are the Major discussion held during the meeting with DPO members ( Report attached 

DPO achievement )  

4. Awareness Program in 3 blocks  

Objective  

1. Awareness among the non disable person  

2.  Involved government and key person for this event  

3. To organized challenging to challenges s activities with no disable person  

Process  

Program major component of enabling environment of PWDs,This month conducted 3 

awareness program in 3 demonstration block . Around 285 non disable and disable people 

participated in this event. Such kind of Program we organized cluster level and called to 

government officers, village level sarpanch and Program stakeholders. Through this 

Progra conducted different activities such as poster really ,rangoli and easy writing 

competition. As per our experiences most of the non disable person also willingly 



participated in each activities. Before starting Program we told mass participant objective 

and vision of such kind of Program .As well as talks about PWDs rights and entitlements 

and government schame and Program. Awareness Program is a one day activities also 

club to nearest villages.    

 

 

 

 

Livelihood Promotion and started new enterprise:  

Objective  

1. Formation of PWDs S.H.G &  link them livelihood enterprise 

2. To promote self enterprise and collective enterprise  

3. Link them financial institutes like NRLM , NHFD etc 

Process  

This Month we have given more emphasis for formation of SHG and promotion them to 

livelihood base enterprise. As per the livelihood mapping survey we kept in mind trades 

according trades in this month started 16 self enterprise in 3 block of demonstration. 

However 3 SHG are in mood to collective enterprise.06 People applied lone from NHFDC 

lone amount is more them 500000/. 



Status of Livelihood  enterprise 
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This Figure shows that how progress of SHG and livelihood base intervention in 

demonstration block. 

 

 

 

Process of livelihood mapping in Balodabazar( Workshop Report attached )  

 

Objective  

1. To started Livelihood mapping in Balodabazar  

2. To developed sample for family survey  

3. To developed team  

 

Process  

 

We have received training on livelihood mapping workshop from Basix in Raipur. After 

taking training we are planned to do livelihood mapping in Balodabzar and Palari block but 

initial level we are stared livelihood mapping from balodabazar. We have started this 

mapping from last month all most we have covered sample size survey and working on FGD 

and other process as the result of this mapping we will complete whole process first week of 

august .  

 

              (Details update report we will share shortly to baisix and sightsavers )    

 

 

Visit to PNB and NRLM for collaboration and networking for livelihood training and 

enterprise related activities. 



Objective  

1. Collaboration with PNB for livelihood training  

2. To organized livelihood map related trade wise training  

3. To develop livelihood resources pulls .  

Process   

On 17
th

 June 2016 the Grihini team which included the director Mrs. Rupa Shristava, the 

programme manager Mr. Bala Saheb Kamble and Livelihood Coordinator Ms Nancy 

Bhengra visited the Punjab National Bank Farmers Training Centre in Labhandi at Raipur 

District of Chhattisgarh.  

Punjab National Bank Farmers Training Centre is a centre that provides various kinds of 

training programmes depending on the kind of availability of groups and their wants. The 

centre works in collaboration with the NABARD, in which various experts are being 

consulted for knowledge about the training programmes and its functioning. Eg for farming 

various agricultural scientists are being consulted for the kind of seeds and manures and their 

process of growing etc.  

Thus as per consultation and contact through phone with the director of the Centre Mr. R.C. 

Choubey the Grihini team visited the centre and consulted for the  procedures for providing 

trainings to any group. Thus in response Mr. Choubey replied that they provide trainings for 

various kinds of trades but the condition is it should be a larger group of 180 to 200 people.  

The director also cleared that trainings mostly range from 1to 3 months depending on the 

trade. So people can stay at the nearby villages or at the centre.  But the centre does not have 

the facilities to accommodate so huge number of people for their accommodation facilities. 

Thus most of the trainings are being seeked by the nearby villagers only.  

But as the Grihini have huge number of participants ready for the training purpose, in trades 

that have come up in the market survey. Thus the centre is ready to provide off centre training 

to the PWDs by come to the place selected by them that can be probably Sablikaran.  

The centre provides training in various kinds of trades depending on the trade people want to 

from them. Thus on deciding the trade in which people wanted to trade in the director discuss 

it with the other expert team in particular field and thus the training is being provided to 

them.  

 

 


